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Inspection of Firefighting Equipment - 56.4201-4230
Fire Extinguishers are inspected:
		Once a month - visual check.
		Annual - maintenance checks.
		When needed (manufacturers specs) - hydrostatic testing.
		Recharged or replaced after discharge.

Hydrants, Water Pipes & System Inspection:
		Quarterly visual inspection of water pipes, valves, outlets, hydrants,  
    hoses that are part of the firefighting system.
		Annual - fire suppression systems.
		Log kept - person making inspections certify that inspection or   
    certification was made and date completed. 
		Fire hydrants ready to use; have fittings, hoses, keys, adaptors.

Determine if fire fighting equipment is available at the following 
locations:
		On self-propelled equipment.
		Welding and cutting operations.
		Any areas where fire could impede a persons escape route.

Firefighting, Evacuation & Rescue  - 56.4330-4363
Company Plan and Records:
		Annual - Train miners.
		Immediate - Update miners when plan changes.
		Training records retained for 1 year.
		Plan coordinated with local firefighting organization.
Alarms and Drills:
		Warning fire alarms or systems maintained in operable condition.
		Drills conducted every 6 months for persons assigned firefighting  
    responsibilities.
		Training records retained for 1 year.

Flammable, Combustible Liquids and Gases
Use Restrictions, Storage, Safety- 56.4400-4402
		Flammable liquids are not used for cleaning.
		Solvents not used near open flame or heat source or at conditions for  
    flash point.
		Fixed, unburied, flammable/combustible storage tanks are securely  
    mounted on fixed foundation. Piping has flexible connections or   
    special fittings to prevent leaks.
		Safety cans used for small quantities of flammable liquids, properly  
    labeled.
		Oxygen cylinders are not stored with oil or grease. (56.4601)

Storage Facilities - 56.4430
		Tank securely mounted on firm foundation.
		Tank strong enough for liquid stored.
		Tank maintained to prevents leaks. Isolated from ignition sources.  
		Tank vented to prevent pressure buildup.

		Fittings/hoses compatible and maintained to prevent leaks.
		Storage buildings within 100 ft. of work stations, properly
    ventilated.
		Constructed of fire-resistant material; equipped with auto-
    suppression system or early warning device.

Heat Sources, Fuel lines & Cylinders - 56.4500-4660
		Heat sources that can produce combustion are separated from   
    combustible materials.
		Fuel lines have valves capable of stopping the flow of fuel at the  
     source. (Except on self-propelled equipment).

Cylinder/manifold valves:
		Closed when moved.
		Closed when torch or hose left unattended.
		Closed when task or series of tasks completed.
		Gas cylinder valves protected by covers. [56.16006]

		Oxygen/Acetylene cylinder gauges/regulators are free of oil/grease.
		Prevention and action taken to prevent falling sparks or hot metal  
    from posing a fire hazard.
		Compressed and liquid gas cylinders stored in safe manner. 
    [56.16005]

Welding - 56.4600-4660
		Fire protection available; suitable precautions have been taken.   
    [57.4600-.4604; 4660]
		Welding operations in gassy mines. [57.22103; 57.22104]
		Welding operations are shielded and well-ventilated.
 	Protective clothing worn when welding, cutting, grinding.

Air Quality & Respirators - 56.5005-5046
 	Dust, gas, mist and fume surveys conducted frequently to determine  
    adequacy of control measures.
 	Control of exposure to contaminants by prevention or engineered
    control measures.
 	Company respiratory program in place.
 	Medical evaluations for employees that wear respirators.
		Approved respirators used; and used for purpose intended. 	
		Attendant and backup rescue respirator used when in atmospheres  
     immediately harmful to life.
 	Respirators required and used in area where airborne contaminants 
     exceed permissible levels.
		Signs posted against unauthorized entry in hazardous air quality 
    areas.
		Signs designate areas in which respirators must be used.

		Noise levels have been measured and employees are not exposed to 
    an excess of permissible levels.
		Appropriate hearing protection is available and being used.
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Use of Machinery and Equipment - 56.14100-14219
Operation, Inspection and Defects
		Operation of machinery or equipment is only done by competent 
     persons.
		Pre-shift inspection of self-propelled mobile equipment is conducted 
    by equipment operator.
		Defects reported and equipment tagged and taken out of service.
		Defects on self-propelled mobile equipment that affect safety and  
    not  corrected immediately are recorded by mine operator [with date 
    defect recorded and date corrected] and those records are available 
    for inspection by MSHA representatives.

Brake Systems
		Service and emergency braking systems in good working functional 
    condition on equipment.
		Parking brake on self-propelled mobile equipment is capable of 
    holding the equipment with its typical load on the maximum grade it 
    travels. [56.14101]

Machine Guarding, Repair and Maintenance:
		Identify moving machinery components: conveyors; gears; 
    sprockets; chains; drive, head, tail and take-up pulleys; flywheels; 
    couplings; shafts; sawblades; fan blades/inlets; overhead belts [in  
    case of  breakage]; and similar parts that can cause injury.
 	Moving components that may cause injury to personnel must be   
    guarded.
		Guards must be of substantial construction and properly maintained.
		Moving machine parts are guarded if within 7 feet of walking or 
    working areas/surfaces.	
		Repairs or maintenance is not performed until machine is powered 
    off and blocked against motion; except where machinery motion is 
    necessary to make adjustments.
		Hands are not used to guide belts, chains, ropes, sprockets or 
     drums, unless specifically designed for slow hand feeding.
		Conveyor pulleys are not cleaned while conveyor is in motion.
		Belt dressing not applied manually while belts are in motion, unless 
    aerosol-type dressing is used.
		Drive belts not shifted while in motion unless machines have 
     mechanical shifters.
		Machinery is not lubricated while in motion where a hazard 
    exists, unless equipped with extended fittings or cups.
		Persons do not work on or from a piece of mobile equipment until 
    it is blocked in place securely.

Tools and Equipment and their use:
		Unsafe machinery is removed from service immediately.
		Handheld power tools [other than rock drills] are equipped with 
    controls that require constant hand or finger pressure to operate the 
    tools; or are equipped with other equivalent safety devices.
		Tools, equipment, grinding machines operated within manu-
    facturers specs and not used beyond the design capacity intended 
    by the manufacturer where such use may create a hazard to 
    personnel.
 	Circular saws and chain saws are not equipped with lock-on device.

		Quick-close air valves provided on pneumatic equipment.

Stationary grinding machines [other than special bit grinders] are 
equipped with:
		Peripheral hoods [less than 90 throat openings] capable of 
    withstanding the force of a bursting wheel.
		Adjustable tool rests set as close as practical to the wheel on a 
    stationary grinding machine.
		Safety washers on each side.

Mobile Equipment has:
		No defects affecting safety.
		Not been modified, reducing visibility.
		Cab glass that is safety glass or equivalent, and maintained.
		Forklift trucks, front-end loaders, and bulldozers have substantial 
    canopies necessary to protect the operator.
		Lights on both ends that are operational.
		Properly operating deadman controls.
		ROPS [Rollover Protective Structures] installed and maintained.
		Seatbelts provided, maintained and worn.
		FOPS [Falling Object Protection] provided where hazards exist.
		Audible backup warning devices present, operational and used [if 
    spotters are not used].
		While backing up with an obstructed view without a spotter, an 
    automatic reverse-activated signal alarm sounds.
		Extraneous materials, tools or supplies properly stowed or secured.
		Adequate fire extinguisher/suppression system available.

Work procedures around equipment:
		Movable parts of mobile equipment is positioned in travel mode or 
    secured when equipment is moved.
		Warning light or flag used when loads project beyond the sides or 
    more than 4 feet beyond the rear of haulage equipment [other than 
    forklifts].
		Lights, flares or other warnings [visible] posted when parked 
    equipment creates a hazard to vehicular traffic. Warning horns or  
   backup alarms [audible] used for service equipment.
		Mobile equipment properly parked.
		Equipment and supplies loaded, transported and unloaded in manner 
    that does not created a hazard to persons from falling or shifting 
    equipment and supplies.
		Persons do not work or travel between machinery, equipment and 
    bank/ribs. Travel is permitted when necessary for persons to 
    dismount, only after tested and secured.  [56.3430]

Haul Roads:
		Spillage is not excessive.
		Adequate berms or guards on outer banks of elevated roadways 
    [56.9300]; at least mid-axle of the largest self-propelled mobile 
    equipment which usually travels the roadway.
		Water, debris, spilled material removed [when they create a hazard 
    to moving equipment].
		Dust control measures effective.






